
National Iraqi Alliance delegation headed by Sayyid Hakim to discuss National
Settlement Bill and the Battle of Mosul with Mr. Jaafari

National Iraqi Alliance delegation led by Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, head of the National Iraqi

Alliance, met with Foreign Minister Mr. Ibrahim Al-Jaafari at the latter\'s office in Baghdad

Tuesday, 27.12. 2016.

\r\n

His eminence discussed with al-Jaafari, security and political situation and the results of

political understandings regarding the National Settlement Bill to save Iraq of its crises and

advance to national and regional arena and approach the followers of National Iraqi Alliance to

brief them on developments in security and political situation, noting the importance of

concerted efforts from everyone to support the progress of a political solution to be

associated with the security progress of that has been achieved and will be achieved by

liberating Mosul city.

\r\n

The meeting had discussions over the conditions of the displaced families and urged the

international community to assume its responsibilities towards this humanitarian crisis

considering the fact that Iraq is fighting a war on behalf of the world, his eminence indicated

that Battle of Mosul is taking more time than expected because of the humanitarian issues.

\r\n

His eminence praised the efforts made by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to preserve the

Iraq\'s right in international forums, and most recently limiting Iraq\'s obligations to

Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter to the issue of Kuwait compensations only. His

eminence pointed out that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had a role in manifesting facts of

the military and humanitarian effort undertaken by the popular mobilization forces and

eradicate the confusion that was raised on it, as well clarifying the general image and scenery

of Iraq\'s issues.

\r\n

The two sides congratulated victories, stressing that resolving the battle with Daesh is only

an issue of time, and Iraq became immune from the return of terrorism, the greatest victory is

to regain the Iraqi people to the nation and make it immune from all division projects.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim briefed Mr. Jaafari on the results of the internal structuring of the

National Iraqi Alliance and its emanating committees and meetings of the three authorities and



emphasized the unity of the National Iraqi Alliance and the cohesion of its blocs and openness

to the remaining of political blocs and Iraqi components. Mr. al-Jaafari expressed his support

for the course of the settlement and the developments of National Iraqi Alliance actions.


